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Address DELU Luftkissen Transportgerätetechnik GmbH 
Gebertstraße 7 
90411 Nürnberg 

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
As a leading manufacturer of air cushion systems, we can offer our customers a broad product range extending from a simple standard system to
highly complex fully-automated system solutions.

We are happy to respond to customer-specific requirements and have the necessary engineering expertise to design and produce a solution that is the
best for you.

Not only will we help you configure your transport solution, but upon request we‘ll also prepare feasibility studies and do the preliminary planning.

Our large team of engineers and technicians has many years of experience and unparalleled know-how in the field of air cushion technology. That
enables us to develop customised systems for almost all transport requirements and bring even difficult projects to a successful conclusion. 
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